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Inside
Arnold rounds up the best of Boise art on page five.
New sportswriter covers Lady Broncos on page 10.
Overton considers King and holiday on page four.
And much, much more ....

!larry Woneri,erg(r) and Denis OIe~ry (I) prepare the Boise Art Museum for the arrival of the 'Man of Steel'
from Ihe Smithson/nn Institution's traveling exhibil.
Photo by Drlun Becker

Student senate takes steps toward
campus walking escort .servlce
by Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News
If walking alone at night on the
BSU campus has you dreading nighttime study sessions at the library or
keeps you inside your dorm room
when the moon is high, relief may be
on the way.
.
ASBSU Senator-at-Large Karen
Scheffer and the ASBSU Senate arc
attempting to organize an escort
system which would provide carefully
screened and trained escorts to all
BSU students requesting their
assistance. So far, the idea is still in
the formative stages, but the vision
is becoming a reality, Scheffer said.
"This will be really important as
the university grows. Maybe (campus
crime) is not as prevalent on the BSU
campus as another campuses, but
it's there and it'll get worse before it
gets better, ", she said.
Students wanting an escort to walk
them to and from BSU buildings
and to and from their cars at night
would be able to call the service for
immediate assistance. The respond'ing escort would notify campus
security of the destination and meet
the student at the designated loca-

'

Much 'education on the issue of
AIDS prevention has been provided
':(0 the public Bot whatabout the
, procedures ,(itAID,S testing-where'
. to go? What to do?
,.' . " ',' .
, FourYear~,ago'anaccurate blood
tes~wasdeVeloped to detect AIDS
antibodies; AccOrding to. Sharon·
'Phillips, epidemjo!ogistat the Cen~

IU offers prepaid tuition plan

(CPS)-Indiana
University of- she has known about the scholarship
Iicialsintroduccd a new, prepaid lui- since she was a little girl, but conlion plan with much fanfare in sidered (he piece of paper a curiosiDecember, but a month later an IU ty until a year ago. Previous generastudent said the school was unwill- tions of Abel's male descendentslion. Scheffer said all escorts will be porate money to hclp fund the ing to honor a similar plan it had the scholarship applied only to males
unarmed BSU students and will carry system,
unveiled 132.years ago.
because women were not admitted to
walkie-talkies so they will be in conPlans for the escort system include
The .old plan would have allowed . the school in 18S/i-did not go to
tact with campus security in case of having approximately six to .eight Scott Raper through IU for free.
college.
emergency. But, Scheffer said, "I do escorts available nightly. publicizing
The new plan, like others adopted
Mrs. Raper said when her son
not want to sec them carry
the system's phone number and hav- by colleges around the country, is began making plans to attend Inweapons."
ing the escorts wear identifying designed to help parents "buy credit diana, the significance of the scholarScheffer said that to get ideas and shirts, Scheffer said.
hours for their young kids at current ship occurred to her..
information, about starting an escort
Shc said some students have asked prices and redeem them in five to 20
"It's something that my greatsystem, she has been communicating if an escort system really is necessary years. Students would be able,to use great-great grandfather purchased in
with Northern Texas University, at BSU. "Why wait. until we get a the credit hours without paying any the belief that his' heirs would be
which hasan established, successful . problem with rapesf. Why not do it more money.
taken care of," she said. "He was a
escort system. At NTU, escorts are . now?" she said. Scheffer also said
IV regents said the idea was to help supporter of the university, and I'm
paid through the university police she believes crime is already on the parents beat the rising cost of tuition
sure $100 helped tremendously at
. fund, and Scheffer said that could be BSU campus but that many crimes at, state schools.
that time."
a possibility at BSU as well.
go unreported.
'But Raper's family was offered a
Travis said similar requestshave
Scheffer said she would like.to see
The escort system'will probably be good deal by the university once come up.in recent decades, buthave
the escort system run through BSU designed to supply escorts to all before, one the school now may not been rejected for in-state students on
clubs and organizations. "Getting the students only after dusk, according honor.
the basis of a university ruling that,
clubs and organizations involved in- to Scheffel, Which means the system'
In 1856,IU fundraisers told poten- . technically, Indiana residents pay
sures people will be involved; it in- would operate for ,fewer hours dur- "rial 'donors that if they contributed
"fees," not tuition.
'sures longevity," Scheffer said:
ing Daylight Savings Time.
$100, tuition would be waived for
Out-of-state residents arc eligible
She said the ASBSU Senate may
According to Scheffer, the .escort them, their sons, grandsons, great
for partial schclarships that make up
use monetary incentives to entice system .planned will be a walking- grandsons, and so on for perpetuity.
the difference between in-state "fees"
organized clubs to' get involved. only system and will have boundaries
Sixty-eight people took the offer, and thetotal charged to out-of-state
Scheffer said they may offer clubs a which have not yet been established.
including former Indiana Rep. Elias residents .:
designated amount cf money or inScheffer said' she hopes trained Abel, Raper's great-great-great-great
IU officials said' they may let
crease matching funds to those which escorts will be providing assistance by grandfather. Raper now is trying to Raper, an Indiana resident, usc the
do get involved. '~SBSU is behind . the beginning of the next fallb-=nefit from the offer.
benefit to cover the difference.
this 100percent," Scheffer, said and, semester.
Currently, Indiana residents pay
But Raper's mother said her greatadded the Senate may try raising cor.
about $1,100a semester, not $8 as in great-great-grandfather would, not
1856, and university officials are have purchased a perpetual scholarstudying how they will handle the ship if it were intended to pay only
family's claim.
.'
, out-of-state tuition.
"
News Services Director' James
"I just can't understand why he'd
. tral District Health Dep~rtment.
Nyborg. Nyborg s~}~not many Green said university counsel Cliff K. purchase something that would be no
"Most people who arc now Infected students get ~h~test. I ql of the opt- navis received copies of wilisand
good to him."
with the AIDS virus were infected nion that this IS a well-behaved stu- documents Jan. 18 that. establish a
Green said citizens would not let
before the AIDS,testwas developed." dent body; the, STD (sexually line of succession for the scholarship.
the Raper case dissuadethem Irorn
The testing procedure is called transmitted disease) rates have gone The university will decide whether to buying the new "Guaranteed Tuition
'ELISA, hut it docs not provide ac- down as compared to five years ago," honor the 1856 offer soon., Green Certificates:"
'
curate results untilthre~ months after " he said.'
. , ,
' ,
said.
,"
However, lU,fin::nce. chief J~hn
a pers()n, has bcen ~posed to the
Getting the tes~done at the hcalth
"We weren't able to make, a deci- Hackett said "sales were a lillie
AIDS virus.
,."
.'
.
centei'is confidential; Anumbering
sion without them," Green said •• ~
lighter
thim what we hat!
For·full-time BSU students, the
.
person •needs' to " show. eligibility . anticipated."
tesUsfrceilltheStudenfHeaJl,h
See <AJpS., , page 12..
before it-will' be honored."·
.
Center" aecQrding', .to Dr. Lester'
'Raper's mother, N~I,lCY~per, said.

AIOS diagnosis available at Student Health Center
by Lisa Langdon
Tile University News

Century-old prepaid offer may be nixed
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.HAPPY VALENTINES DAY

.Visiting. scientist program sets up
chemistry magic show at BSU
"Chemistry Magic Show." the fourth in BSU's Visiting Scientist Program lecture series, will be held Feb. 14 from 4:40-5:40 p.rn,
in Education Building Room 112.BSU chemistry professors Richard
Banks and Loren Carter will give a visual presentation of the colorful and exciting world of chemical reactions.
The series is especially targeted to high school students, but the
public is welcome.
For more information, call 385-3691.or 385-3775.

i:'·'·, SESSIONS;';
$10.00 o:~

li'eatwing the WoW-System

c

<J"".\

343-8999
Hours:· M:F8 to 8
Sut. 0 to 2 Sun. 10 to 3

NSE looking for students wanting
to get out of town for a while

-=========-

1400 Broadway Avenue. (next to Busters)

..

GRIIND

The BSU National Student Exchange.program is now accepting
applications for students interested in participating in an exchange ,.
for the 1989-1990academic year.
The program offers students a chance to study at one of SOcolleges or universities across the United States, Puerto Rico or the
Virgin Islands. Students are'able to enroll in courses which will complement their studies at BSU.
.
Students must have junior or senior. standings and GPAs of 2.5
orbetter to qualify. Applications may be obtained at the Student
Activities Office, second floor of the Student Union, or by calling
3S5~1223.Deadline for application is Feb. '15.

Sluunpoo HaIrcut $B.OO
·Pemi & Halrcut
$35.00
Nalls-Full set
$30.00

Tanning

ESSAYS & REPORTS
18,278to d100M from-.Il
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Ordlf CltaJog Today wrth V,UIMC

..

10 FOR $25.00
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10518 Fall'l'lew
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.
8qnq:r~~J:r9~22 ...L..~
15% OFF Beauty

Or. rush $2.00 10:EssIYS & Report.
11322 Idaho Ave,I2O&SN. Los Angeles. CA90025
Custom research also available-an 1..... ls

377-1115
Supplies with Ad

Beauty Supplles • HalrstyllDg •. Manl

•

• TannIng

Accounting 'students offer
-free tax help through April 12
The BSU chapter of Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring a voluntary
income tax assistance program in conjunction with the Internal
Revenue Service.Accounting students will be available on Wednesday nights from 7-9:30 p.m. in the Student Union Teton Room to
assist low-income individuals, students and elderly people with tax
returns. The program will run until April ,12. The free service is
for simple returns only,
_
For more iriformation, contact Annemarie Hasnain ill 322-6417
or Barbara Wright at 376-1454.

MDA skl-athon looking for skiers
Michelob Light Super Ski 'S9 is a ski event to benefit the
Muscular Dystrophy Association. A full day of free skiing will be
available, Feb. 11 at Bogus Basin Ski Resort.
.
'Ioenter, pick up an entry packet at any area ski shop, Bogus
Basin Ski Resort or by calling 342-3302 and begin obtaining
pledges. Packets can be found at: Bob Greenwood's Ski Haus; all
three Herman's Sports locations; The Outdoorsman; Idaho Sporting Goods; McQ Sports; Sports Exchange; Bogus Basin Ski Resort,
and the YMCA. For more information, call MDA at 342-3302,

Radicaljournalist returns to Boise
Idahoan Sam Day, one-time managing editor of The Progressive
magazine and a political activist who has been arrested and jailed
many times for his participation in civil disobedience at nuclear
missile sites, will be in Boise Feb. 6 and 7.
He, will speak in the SPEC at 8 p.m, Feb. 7. His presentation
is free and open to the public.

BSU bird biologists prepare for
second yearof Guatema~aproject

Cabin Fever?

, Peregrine Fund biologists and BSU graduate students are preparing for the second field season of the Maya Project, a multi-year
study of birds of prey in Latin America. The four biologists left
Boise Feb. 3, and will travel through Mexico and into Tikal National Park in northern Guatemala. ..
In Tikal.,they will begin the field researchseason on tropical raptors and their habitats. The field work will continue through August,
and the project will continue until 1991.
The Peregrine Fund started the Maya Project in 1988in cooperation with BSU; the Instituto de Antropologia oj Historla and Centro de Estudios Concervacionistas. The purpose of'the multi-year
project is to aid in preserving tropical raptors, tropical forests and
other tropical communities.
The first year of the privately-funded researeh yielded effective \
techniques for finding birds of prey in tropical jungles.

Read A Book and Escape

During the month of February,
we·have a GREAT,SALE
on
.
BARGAIN ,TABLE BOOKS
,

I~
The more you buy, .

rF-R--E-E-;H;LA~s-;;;7N.;".O.;;,;;,;;;;;;r - --l
I·
.
I

11

STUDENTSWHO NEED.,

:MONEY FOR COLLE'GE

the more you save !
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

1 - Get 10% off
2 - Get 20% off
3 - Get 30% off
4 - Get 40°,.'0off

Buy 5 or more - Get 50% off
c::::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:=::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:=::;:;:=:!J

Store Hours:
Mon.-Tues. 8:00am-7:00pm
Wed.-Fri. 8:ooam-5;oopm
- Saturday lO:ooam-5:oopm

lRE BOOKSI'ORE
4v

BolssStata University

I

I Every Student Is Eligible 'f~r Some Type of Financial Aid :.
I
Regardless of Grades or Perentallncome.
I
I . We have a data bank of over 200,000 Hst/ngs of scholarships, fellow- I'
I .
I .
I
I

ships, grants, and loans, represontlng ovO( $1 0 bUlion In private sector
funding.
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
Interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence..
Thoro's money available for students who havo been newspaper
carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers •.• etc.
Results GUARANTEED.·

I.
I

,CALL
ANYTIME

I,

~-

For A Free,Broch.ure

.1I~
Jti~

I

I
I
:

I
I

-~---~--~-~~--~'800 346·6401
.

..'

'
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Group keeps campus aware of access problems

by Bob Franklin
The University News
Imagine trying to get inside a
building which does not have a door
or crossing a river without a bridge.
To a disabled person in a wheelchair,
facilities, without
ramps and
sidewalks without curb cuts can be
just as inaccessible.
The Barrier Busters is a BSU
organization trying to make people
more aware of the access needs of the
physically handicapped.
Pam Willey, a BSU senior and
member of the Barrier Busters for six
years, said anyone can join the
group, but most members are blind
deaf or in wheelchairs. "When we
discover something that is not easily
accessible; we go after it and find
some way to make it easier to get to,"
she said.
According to Barrier Busters
Secretary Larry Thrasher.v.the
organization works closely with the
Physical Plant, faculty and staff
members to make sure their concerns
of accessibility are heard. Several
members of the group sit on the Student Union Renovation Committee
and the Parking Advisory Committee and have contributed "vital input
on the expansion of the SUB" and
"parking concerns of the handicapped," he said.
He said most places on campus are
"accessible and a disabled student
doesn't have any real architectural
barriers' to prevent obtaining his

education ."
"It gets to a point when you just
wonder why the club keeps going,"
he said. Then something happens
that needs to be corrected, and the
organization realizesthe need. for
continued awareness, Thrasher said.
As an example, Thrasher-said one of
his Classeswas moved from the Hemingway Western Studies Center to St.
Paul's Catholic Student Center,
because of scheduling. conflicts. "I
get over there and the class is in an
upstairs room with no elevator access; so I had to be carried up a flight
of stairs," he said.
Thrasher said he talked, with the "
instructor and department about the
problems he encountered,and they
were understanding about his con- flowers, but "most of the time, we and are just as difficult to deal with.
cerns. The class was moved back to just have a lot of fun."
'
Social barriers are harder to define
the original location by the next class
and talk about, he said.
Thrasher said the organization
period, he said.
For example, the physical arrangeparticipates in.student fairs by spon,Willey
said members of the soring wheelchair races. The group ment of a classroom often dictates
organization give speeches to dif- sets up an obstacle course in the quad where a person in a wheelchair can
ferentclasses that are discussing the and awards prizes to the winners; he sit and Who they meet and interact
problems handicapped
people
said, adding that "We usually get a with, he said.
encounter.
.
But the social barriers are beginreal good turnout."
Many of thespeeches are given to
, Last spring, the group sponsored ning to crumble.
Last fall, the Barrier Busters
. classes in the teacher education,'
an event in which the BSU men's and
sociology or physical education pro- women's basketbaJlteams
played nominated Willey for Homecoming
grams and help people understand
each other in wheelchairs, Thrasher , queen. Initially, Willey said, she was
"that we are just as normal as said. '
reluctant to run. She said, "It was
everyone else. It's just that we have
really, hard to do, .because people
, "The idea behind this is toraise
to travel around on four wheels,"
awareness of what it's like to be in a don't expect a Homecoming queen to
Willey said.
wheelchair-to see things from a be in a wheelchair or to have any
"We are a fun group;' Willey said. disabled person's perspective," he kind of disability."
"When we get together, wl!re laid said.
When she was announced the winback and we like to have talks:' She
According to Thrasher, physical ner, Willey said, she "was numb. It
said the group sells Valentines and barriers often lead to social barriers was quite a shock-I
think to

Roosevelt gets bucks to party
CPS)-Alumni make large gifts
to their schools to endow professorships, build buildings, recruit
minorities .or reward football
coaches. But Roosevelt University,
a small private liberal arts college
in Chicago, has received a cash gift
aimed at helping students have a
good time.
Alumnus Marvin Moss's estate
donated $2.7S million Jan. 18-the
largest gift in the school's 43-year
history __butis stipulated to be used to help the students "party
hearty."
,
Moss, who was the agent for
movie stars Shirley MacLaine, Desi
Arnaz and "Rocky" director John
Avildsen, died of cancer in Los
Angeles ill 1986.
'

He had reasoned that "as a citytype school, I never felt students
socialized as much as they might
have."
The university will use the money
to build a gymnasium and fitness
center, renovate student' lounges
and create a student activities fund,
Roosevelt President Theodore
Gross said.
Roosevelt students had varied
ideas about what to do with the
money.
"They should use it to hold cheap
concerts with good rock groups,"
senior Jeff Rosenberg said,'.
"They should have parties at nice
hotels mid get a OJ who knows how
to play really good music," Beatrice
Franklin, a junior in biology said.

everyone.My escort kept pinching me
to find out if I was still awake, and
if I really knew that I had won."
Willey said she is glad she decided to run. "It was fun. I got to meet
a lot of nice people," she said.
According to Thrasher, several
members of the Barrier Busters also
belong to Alternate Mobility Adventure Seekers. '
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Secretary and Office
Coordinator Diane Carico said
AMAS "offers sports and outdoor
challenges to those people who are
unable to participate with the regular
public."
Last summer, members of AMAS

See <Busters,' page 12.

Three from ASBSU plan Texas trip
by Karen'Kammann
, Tire University News

implemented.
other organizations, have the ability
He said the attending senators
to mise outside funds.
would do research for clubs and
He said he did not believe ASBSU
Three ASBSU senators will attend organizations at the convention.
is now obligated to pay the full
the Con'ference
Student Govern"Any!,Jody that has a concern
amount for other groups wishing to
ment Association's convention .at about how other universities run, 'travel, as ASBSU only has to match
Texas A & M University in College something ... I wish they'd come to funds
raised
by clubs
and
, Station, 'Iexas, Feb. 25-28, acc:ordingthe
Senate and give me some infororganizations.
.
to ASBSU Senate President Pro 'Iem- mation on how they do things" and
"We are, in essence, doing this for
pore Todd Reid.
any questions they have and one of the clubs," he said. "We're going
Reid. and SeIlS. Cory Haun and the senators will attend approporiate
there to better educate the Senate and
Valerie Cleverly will attend the con- workshops and try to get answers, ASBSU."
venticn.at.which.Reld said, they will Reid said.
He said he researched the trip over
get together with student government.
He said representatives from Christmas break and feels the
leaders. from other campuses and groups with questions should bring benefit the trip should provide is
discuss campus concerns and
information about their organizaworth the cost.
projects.
tions to any ASBSU senator before
Reid said he is attending as the pro
"I think the real meat of the trip, the group leaves on Feb. 24.
tern and Sens. ·Haun and Cleverly's
and-where it's going to payoff, is the.
Reid said there was some opposinames were drawn from the senators
round tables and conferences," Reid .tion in the Senate to spending student who wanted to attend. He said that,
said.
.
funds to send three people to the con- " of the 10senators other than himself
Reid said the ASBSU senators will .vention, but he said he had no prob- currently in office, six submitted their'
take information on BSU Issues such lem justifying the expenditure .names for the drawing.
as the proposed student escort service,' because of the ben fits to ASBSU and
!'Ithink' the keYthing for the trip,
tried to control it."
(see related story on page one and other groups who need information
and where the critical part of this is
Bennett said the "Nude Olympics" related editorial on page four), fund- but are unable to attend.
going to be ... (is) when we come
began sometime in the mid!SOs,': ing procedures, Greek organizations
The bill which allocated the $1,063 back, being. able to transfer the
when a student who lived in Car>' 'and their. funding and promotion,
forthe trip passed the Senate 9-2,' knowledge we gained to the other
Quadrangle-astiJdent
dormitory ,public liasons and student apathy.
with' Sens. . Ron Cmig and' Gary senators •. ; for the good of the
complex enclosed by four large
They will use the information; he Hernke -in opposition.
students," Reid said,
buildings-s'ran nude on a cold night said, in comparing notes with other
Reid said the opposition stemmed
The ASBSU Senate offices are
across the quad. It became lin' student leaders, learning about'other'
fromthe belief that ASBSU will now located on the second Iloor of the
underground annual activity.". '
systems and gaining suggestions for have to fund any other groups which Student Union, and the phone
But by the early 1980s, Bennett possible improvements at BSU.
ask for money to attend conventions. number, is 38S-1292.
said, "it got organized,"
and'
He said representatives from'
He said, "The Senate. and,in a .
thousands·of students gathered at ASBSU attended the group's conven- general sense, ASBSU are the ad-'
Cary Quad to drink and watch or tion two years ago and came back ministmtors of the $16.50" each -fullparticipate. Because the potentialfor
with ideas and information which time student pays to ASBSU eaeh
semester and ASBSU does not, like
. injury and university.liability grew as " have since been adapted and
the event mushroomed, Bennett said,
Purdue officials were forced to control the event.
'
Several students completed a nude
lap or two around the quad Jan. 21,
Bennett said, bu't five others who at(CPS}-Lessthan two weeks after lamb struggled, the tighter the knot members threw a rooster from a
tempted to strip and run' were a rooster was killed during a Univer- got until it suffocated."
classroom balcony during a human
stoPPed· by campus police. ,
sity of \V!IShingtonfraternity prank,
. Good said such pranks occur three sexuality class. The bird was killed by
.
One student was charged with. Greek. hijinks h,aveclaimed another, or forir times a year during rush and the pmnk.
public indecency and public intold,ca- animal's life, this time at Michigan initiation
at frateinities
and
"To the best of my knowledge, the
tion, while another was charged with State University.
'
sororities. "We usually find the (the DUs are· not· responsible for what
public intoxication and resisting ar~
A three-month-old lamb died Jan. , animals) in a sorority shower or a ' happened,· but we are looking into
rest. Four others face disciplinary
18 after it was stolen from the MSU dorm room and things tum out fine. the incident," Delta Upsilon Presimeasures ranging from probation to ,sheep barn by Sigma Chi members, This time they didn't."
dent Brian Cropper said. "I have
expulsion. Dorm residents who par- tied to the fmternity's porch and left
"It has happened in the past and checked around and have not found
ticipated in the event also face exile alone, according to the MSU student I hope this will put an end to it,"
anything out."
from student housing, he said.
newspaper, The State News.
,Sigma Chi Vice· President Doug
But fraternity insiders told VW~s
"Some consider it good, clean fUIi,
"Tiley tied it to the porch and the Olson said. "This is not condoned.
student newspaper, The Daily, Cropbut we let it get out of hand," Ben- animal got excited and jumped off It's a sick joke to play...
per was involved and that their house
,nett said. "It's not something we're tpe porch," Sheep Barn Manager
University of Washington officials, ,had a tradition of releasing roosters
proud of, but it is something we have George Good said. "Whoever tied it meanwhile, still are investigating into classrooms during"Hell Week."
to deal with."
(used) a slip knot and the longer the allegations that two Delta Upsilon

of

Purdueannuaf streakers receive
'cold shoulder trom ,university
(CPS)-Purdue
University's annual Nude Olympics this year
resulted in the arrest of two students
and the possibility that four others
could' be expelled.
Once seen by Purdue administrators as a harmless event, the
"Nude Olympics," a winter tradition
since the mid-19S0s, has come under
fire in recent years.
"Therc'reproblems of cold-related
injuries, of alcohol abuse and the
problem of liability," Purdue Director of University Relations Joseph
Bennett said. "Because of that, we

ombay
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344-3653
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It's new - for the first
time in Boise
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Support the planned escort
service for student safety

\

ASBSU Senator Karen Scheffer has proposed an escort system which would be
available to allBSU students after dusk. Her plan,' which is a well-thought-out
one, would include having the escorts carry walkie-talkies to keep in touch with
campus security and wear identifying shirts.·
.
We support her plan wholeheartedly. We, likeScheffer, believe that it is never
too soon to start preventing crime, even though BSU does not have a bad track
record.
A bad record and a spotless one are very diiferent things, and, on Sept. 29, 1986,
a female BSU student allegedly was approached by three men and hit on the head
in the Library parking lot. At that time, it was reported that she lost consciousness
and, when she came to, was on a sandbar in the river, where her three assailants
allegedly beat her. One of them allegedly had a knife and used it to slash at her
clothing. The crime remains an "alleged" one because no assailants were ever caught
and no trial was ever held to provide legal proof of the crime.
We believe there is also more crime at BSU than is reported. It is high time for
an escort service. After all, we do not wait until half, the campus has burned down;
we install fire alarms and safety doors as preventive measures.
Scheffer has said she does not want the escorts to be armed, and we support
her in this. Giving weapons to untrained people is no way to provide safety, and
BSU does not yet need its own militia. The simple presence of an extra person should
help to insure safety, but the walkie-talkies are the plan's real strength. Who would
attack someone in constant communication
with the police-especially
when the
police are minutes away, if that?
It would be a wise, gracious and important gesture on the part of BSU's administration to offer to match any ASBSU funds spent on the escort system, and
we ask them to do so.
.
We also encourage anyone on campus who supports the idea of the escort system
to let his or her ASBSU senator know. The Senate office phone number is 38H292,
and Senate meetings are held every Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Senate Chambers.
The Chambers, as well as the. Senate Offices, are located on the second floor of
the Student Union.
.'
Clubs and organizations should begin now to consider what sort of involvement
they will have with the system. We urge every organization on campus to offerat
least one member as an escort, and it would not be a bad idea if the academic
departments did so, too. (Reciprocally, we would like to see the escort service
available to faculty and staff as well as students.)_
We offer Scheffer and all of ASBSU our congratulations
on tackling a student
issue which is truly one of the most important, and our best wishes in making the
escort system a reality by next fall.
-
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King day worth more than ski trip
by Rick Overton
Special to The University News
There seems to be all kinds of confusing
fallout from the controversy over .Dr, Martin Luther King, Jr's birthday. The protest on
campusdrew several hundred supporters who
at least,appeared to be speaking for the same
cause. Conversations and letters suggest,
however, that we are far from a consensus.
The concept appeared to be clear enough.
Many people consider King to be a great
humanitarian who has influenced American
life enough to warrant a national holiday. A
holiday has been established, and Idaho is
among only eight states which do not
recognize it. Some students thought it time
to push for BSU's recognition of the holiday.
Beyond the campus, membership in such'
a hauntingly elite group of states has led even
conservative Sen. Skip Smyser from Parma
to push for official recognition. Smyser's proposal would give state employees a choice of
whether to use Columbus Day or King's Birthday as a paid holiday. After studying the
insane genocide Columbus perpetrated on
. native Americans of the Caribbean, he is one
national hero I would not mind forgetting
entirely.
So let's just take as an assumption that the
official holiday is the right idea. Itis, And
the administration, under the firm leadership
.of BSU President John Keiser, failed to
publicly promote the holiday. True. Let's really stick our necks out and pretend that the
legislature will formally declare the' day a
state holiday.
So what? It is foolish to expect the recognition of the, holiday. alone will accomplish
anything. to expand King's dream. For the
basis of my skepticism, just look at how
young Americans treat the other national
holidays. Did growing up with a President's
Day holiday increase anyone's awareness of
Washington or Lincoln as great presidents?
Or did it teach young people that Americans
have a tradition of sleeping in on famous
birthdays? Labor Day is one more day for
fishing. The Fourth of July, on the other
hand. is a day bathed in tradition and festival.
To me, a great point was hidden in Keiser's
least-understood (and most horrendously undiplomatic) comment-the one about skiing.
Keiser, speaking to the protest participants,
said that if school was not held, then many
of them would be up on the slopes rather
than down here in the valley inadvertently ,
raising their own consciousncsses, Like many
good ideas (some of his included), it was less
than. poorly received. by the crowd. Many
subsequent speakers felt a great insult had
been handed them. Every letter to the editor
or column critical of Keiser has waved that
comment in the air like a bloody shirt.
Recently a letter to the editor was' blunt
enough-to declare: "What else is a holiday
for?"
There is a problem.
King's birthday is being battered for any
number of gripes and petty causes. Sure, the
holiday should be recognized by the university,.but meaningful criticism of their failure
to do so must be more than loud accusations.

Criticism, to be effective or worth paying attention to, requires that you be prepared to
offer advantageous options, and work to sec
them developed. Lower your voices, get your
fists out of the air, do something arid quit
wasting your time.
. The protest organizers
are doing
something. For one, they organized instead
of grumbling to themselves or their typewriters. Black Student Union President Eric
Love has become part of a group of people
who are working with the administration to
recognize and complement King's birthday.
Idaho Peace Coalition leader Joel Sanda
devotes much of his time to local peace
groups to expand the message of equality and
justice beyond the campus. These two don't
'just join a protest long enough to be seen and
sneak off to class; they are true believerswho
act in accordance with their consciences.
How many people took part in the protest,
insisting on a recognized holiday, and then
went off to-their classes feeling good about
themselves? .Well, 1would not feel all that
cocky. It is those people at whom Keiser'sundiplomatic language was well aimed. They
deserve to take their lumps .
It is obvious that the great majority of the
people on this campus need to be introduced
to King's dream. But the university must
commit to more than tokenism on this day.
School children have tobe familiarized with
it from the earliest of ages. Adults need to
be reintroduced to much of this, the chapter
of history which happened in their lifetimes.
The answer to this challenge involvesa slight
redefinition, in many students' minds, of the
role of the university in the community.
BSU should take a regional leadership role
in turning this day from one of rest and relaxation to one of dialogue and cornmuruty,
Along the same lines as the Frank Church
Conference on Public Affairs and U of I's
Borah Symposium, we should establish a
one-day forum of activities devoted to the
discussion of King's dream-s-the meanining
and realization of equality and other related
issues such as those of racism and equal opportunity; The university should take the
lead, not in establishing the holiday, as some
have suggested, but in transcending the day
off.
Although the specifics would have to be
worked out, it is well within the ability of the
School of Social Sciences and Pnblic Affairs,
with the cooperation of human rights groups
and religious organizations. to put together
a conference which would put Aryan Nations
leader Richard Butler to shame.
Thechallenge to the administration is to
be aggressive about the usc of this holiday
and proactive when it comes to student concerns. The challenge to the students is to be
creative, sidestepping anger and suspicion.
Attacks on the administration are reams of
. fun, I know, but they will notget anywhere
until ideas and discipline develop to the point
at which they can challenge Keiser across a
boardroom table.
Rick Overton is a former ASBSU vice
president currently serving as an intern for
the Idaho State Legislature.
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Arnold rounds up the best of cUffe.nt visual.exhibits
by Lee Arnold

The University Neil's

t

he art community of Boise was-in
full regalia Feb, 2 with the
simultaneous
opening of three local talent
exhibits. The work of Jeff Bond was on
display at the Riverhouse Gallery and
Frame Shop, and Tarmo Walia opened at
the Stewart Gallery in the Pa~kCenter
Mall. The BSU Art Department
faculty'
show in the BSU gallery also opened,
'with
the ongoing exhibits of BSU art
students Maria Thorne Gloddeck and
R.D. Uhlcnkott,
The works encompassed everything
from the tightly compacted nco-abstract
expressionism of Bond and the painterly
figuration of Watia and Gloddeck, to the
small sculptures of Uhienkott and the
anything-goes approach of the art
professors.
,
Jeff Bond is a graduate student in the
U of I's School, of Art, and specializes in
a kind of post-modern
abstract expres. sionism which is an extension of the
original movement. Jackson Pollock's
paint-drip approach manifests itself in
Bond's acrylics on masonite. 'But Bond
takes it further by sandblasting the surfaces until perfectly smooth, so one gets
an the impression that the paint is in the
surface as well as on the surface.
,This may be the end for which many
heirs of ab-ex strive, and the pioneers of
the genre, such as Helen Frankenthaler,
achieved in the 60's. Indeed, itis Bond's
faithfulness' to surface integrity which reo
quires him to spend more time sandblasting than painting.
This is not, however, to diminish the
complex patterns and shapes Dond non.chalantly achieves. One work inpar-

ticular, The Enchanted Dance of Stray
Fluorocarbons (Ozone Abrasion), has
such' a densely-packed surface it gives the
feeling that the viewer Is looking into 'an
apocalyptic vision of atmospheric
destruction-perhaps
a vision of the eventual disappearance
of the ozone layer. But .
in the paradox of nature, where there is a
curious beauty within destruction, the
patterns of swirling blacks and reds do
indeed create the effect of dancing

molecules; perhaps, with the depletion of
the ozone layer, a dance of death? The
bottom edge of the masonite in this peice
is broken off and left jagged, making the
space around the painting effectively part
of the composition.
.
Bond's other works focus on chemistry
rather than process. His Camouflage des
Lumieres series of oxidized prints must
be looked atin sunlight to be fully appreciated. In these totally black works,
there arc small stenciled forms of fish,
motors and other, nondescript shapes.
What makes these interesting is the
subtlety of the pieces.
.
Speaking of subtleties, the Tarrno watia
show at the Stewart Gallery is full of
(hem, but in a different way. The many
ways' in which paint can be manipulated
are showcased here, as is color and cornplexity of composition.
The themes in Watia's world draw from
both the mundane and the fantastic.
Vibrant figuration dominates and is indebted to expressionism, but with a
Matissian sense of color. In the artist's
printed statement, the forms cf his latest
work clash less violently than in his past
works. "Playful,"
describes the feel of
the oils, watercolors, and woodcuts that
make up the bulk of the show.
Boys Love to Skate evidences the
playfulness of the artist's new forms.
Around the skating boy in the center is
an array of pure forms and a nude
(perhaps what the boy is thinking about
as he skates?), which is a colorist's
delight. What I like about many of the
paintings is the mileage Walia gets out of
the simplest brushstrokes and splatters, I
think the efforts at coloration fall between relaxation and stimulation for the
viewer-the
work both jars you with its
active formsand colors and puts you' at
ease with the light subject matter.
Color also piays a part in Maria
Thorne Gloddeck's work on the first and
second floors of the Student Union.
Thematically, however, she reaches back
to mythology and folklore, such, as in the
canvases Sphinx and the Artist and
.
Dream. The paintings are more blue; both
literally and figuratively: it is the
d9IDinating-color
of her palette in most .

of the paintings, and the subjects are loftier. But here there isa surface paradox,
for' there is an' intimacy within the
grandeur. Similarly, in a painting entitled
Bonda~e, the blues, yellows, and violets'
which chromatically dominate are at their
airiest, yet the piercing eyes of the figure
in the lower center pull it down to earth.
Also on display on the first floor is the
art of ItO. Uhlenkott. He specializes in
sculptures combining metal and wood and
in thickly texturized paintings. .The paintings are themost striking to me, for ~hcy
represent the antithesis of Jeff Bond's
paintings-where
Bond works to paint
"into" the surface, .Uhlenkott strives' to
bring out the tactility of his oils,inost
effectively in' The Rose' Garden. Bond's
work sucks you in; Uhlenkott's paintings
reach out and grab you.

The annual art department
faculty exhibit got under way with a potpourri of
works in all media, fairly evenly divided
between two- 'and three-dimensional
work.
No one piece dominates the show, '
although ceramics professor John
'Iakehara, moving into an area not manyknow him for, weighed in with (wo large
metal pieces. The art also is evenly divided between realism and absraction,
Jeff Bond's exhibit at the. Riverhouse
Gallery, located on SouthSth
Street
behlnd the public library, runs until the
end of February, as does Thrmo Walia's
.exhibit at the Stewart Gallery. Maria.
ThomeGloddeck's
runs .untilMarch 17.
The RD. Uhlenkott show closes Feb. 24,
and the faculty art show runs through
Feb. 26.
.
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.SPEC screen to
feature Burton &
Taylor In Taming
of the Shrew
Richard Burton and
Elizabeth Taylor headline in
the cinematic interpretation of'
Shakespeare's The Taming of
the Shrew, one of this week's
SPB films committee
presentations. This colorful
and lavish production will
in the Special Events Center on
Feb. 10 at 9 p.m. and Feb. 13
at 7 p.m.
Also on the SPB film
calendar is Lady Jane, a film
based on the true story of 15year-old Lady Jane Grey,
Queen of England, who was
beheaded at the end I)f a
tumultuous reign of only nine
days. Lady Jane will be shown
in the SPEC at 7 p.m. on Feb.
10 and 12.
Finishing up its SPB run on
Feb. 8 at 3:15 p.m. in the
Student Union Ada Lounge is
Paul Robeson: A Tribute to an
Artist. A documentary about
one of America's great artists,
the film captures Robeson's
experiences in the early
1950's.
Admission to all SPB.
sponsored movies is free to
BSU students with activity .
card, $1 BSU faculty, staff and
high school students and $2.50
general. For more lnlorrnatlon
about the Student Programs
Board Spring 1989 film series
or to obtain a copy of the
schedule, call 385-3655.

Boise to try for Blue
Sky again on Feb. 15
Seattle jazz band Blue Sky,
selected in 1987 bi a Seattle poll as '
one of that city's best local jazz bands,
were unable to make their Boise Feb. 3
scheduled appearance in Boise as
unfavorable weather conditions in
Seattle prevented them from traveling
tothe Treasure Valley. The
.
performance has been rescheduled for
Feb. 15 at 8 p.m. in the Special Events
Center.
Tickets purchased for the Feb. 3
concert are good for the Feb. 15 show.
Blue Sky is sponsored by the Student
Programs Board and tickets are still
available at all Select-a-Seat outlets
for $6.50 general admission. BSU
students may purchase tickets for
$3.50 at Union Station in the Student ,
Union.

BSU Jazz EnSemble,
the Falconaires & John
Stowell to play Jazz
Fest on Feb. 7

The

u.s. Air Force Academy Jazz
Barid,known as the Falconalres, the
BSU jazz ensemble 'and jazz guitarist
John Stowell. will perform in the
Morrison Center' on Feb. 7 at 7:30
. p.m. Tickets are available from the
music department office or at the door
for $7.50 general and $6 students.
The Falconaires are renowned for
their big-band jazz sound and jazz
gUitarist Stowell has toured
everywhere from Australia. to New
York and has recorded with musicians
such as Conte Condoli and Ritchie Cole.

CALENDAR
Mon., Feb. 6

SPBfilm, Heartland Reggae,
7 p.m., SPEC; All 'Student Progran
Board sponsored film~ are free to
BSU students with activity card, S
, BSU faculty and staff and high schc
students and $2.50 general.

Blues guitarist
BUddy Guy,'
sponsored by SPB, 9 p.m., Mardi
Gras, tickets $7 BSU students and
$10 general admission available a
all Select-a-Seat outlets. Patrons
must be 21 years of age to attend.

BSU music department Jazz
festival
performance,
BSU Jaz
Ensemble and other vocal groupS,
7:30 p.m., Morrison Center Main
Hall, tickets $7.50 general and $6
students

Tues., Feb. 7

BSU music department
jazz
festival
performance,
The
Falconaires (U.S. Air Force Acaden
Jazz Band) and jazz guitarist John
Stowell, 7:30 p.m., Morrison Cenl
Main. Hall , tickets $7.50 general l
$6 students

i

Final Exam to rock
Tom Grain~y's Pub
Final Exam, acclaimed by one
critic to be the "tightest three-piece
rock band in the Northwest", return to
Boise to play their mixture of blues
and reggae tinged rock 'n' roll at Tom
Grainey's Sporting Pub, 109 S. 6th,
Feb. 7-11.
, The group, who hail from
Livingston, Montana, tour throughout
the Northwest playing originals as
well as covers by R.E.M., Stevie Ray
Vaughn, Jimi Hendrix, Dire Straits,
the Violent Femmes and others.

Wed., Feb. 8
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Video conference
featuring
former
NFL quarterback
Fran
Tarkenton,
1-3 p.m.,
Slrnplot/Micron Center, cost $35,
for more information call 3851126
SPB film, Paul Robeson: Tribute
to an Artist, 3:15 p.m., Student
Union Ada Lounge
Wrestling, BSU vs. Brigham Young
University, 7 p.m., Human
, Performance Center

,Fri., Feb. 10
SPB films, Lady Jane, 7 p.m., and
The Taming of the Shrew, 9 p.m.,
Student Union Ada Lounge

:z
demy
Jhn
;enter
ral &

Sat., Feb. 11
Special Education
Current
Issues Exchange, 9 a.m.-3:3.0
p.rn., Student Union, for
reservations call 385-3308

"

01

Pianist Jeff Korfanta,
senior
recital, 4 p.rn.i .Morrison Center
Recital Hall

Sun., Feb. 12 '
SPB, film, Lady Jane" 7 p.m.,
SPEC

Mon., Feb. ·13
SPB film, The Taming of the
Shrew, 7 p.m., SPEC

'Ongoing:
Annual BSU faculty art show,
BSU Gallery of Art, Liberal Arts
Building, through Feb. 24
Maria Thorne Gloddeck art
exhibit; paintings, through March
17,.Boisean Lounge and Second Floor
Gallery of the Student Union

, BSU . Gallery displays
,works by art profs

, The

BSUDepartment of Art will :
show a variety of works from its 21
, full-time faculty members in the '
Annual Faculty Show Feb. 6-24 in the
BSU Gallery of Art.
The BSU Gallery of ~rt ls located
on the first floor of the Liberal Arts
Building and is open weekdays 9 a.rn, 5 p.m. There is no admission charge.

R.D. Uhlenkott
art. exhibit, '
sculpture, through Feb. 24, Student
Union Boisean Lounge
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Hackman superb in Alan Parker's
tale of southern racial hatred

different kind

by Cliff Hall

The University News

of' film
by Cliff Hall
The University News

,

'

From the very first scene of The Accidental Tourist, where a jet plane seemingly reaches light" speed, one realizes this
is 'going to be a different kind of film.
And it is, in almost every aspect-using
humor and comic situations, incredible
characters and family pets, metaphor and
symbolism to explore its subject matter,
grief.
Director Lawrence Kasden (The Big
Chill, Body Heat, Silverado,) has taken
Anne Tyler's best-seller and, almost
miraculously considering the esoteric
material, created an impressively honest
movie that moves without preaching and
remains in memory long afterward. He
explores the story line with great compassion and should be commended for bringing the detailed touches and light humor
that make this film such a gem.
The casting is superb. Who else could
play the mourning father. but William
Hurt? His dead-pan countenance, already
so well known, works so completely here
that he brings the art of suffering to new
levels. Geena Davis (Beetlejuice, The Fly)
practically walks off with the film as her
character, Murial Pritchett, tries to heal
the poor man's emotional wounds. while
simultaneously teaching the family dog to

Corrections:

The article
published in the Jan. 23 issue under the
hcadlinci'Unpaid tickets mean trouble" contained information obtained from BSU
Parking Direcior Bob Seibolt that ASBSU
is pursuing legislation requiring restrictions
against students with unpaid parking tickets.
That information is incorrect. Our apologies
to ASBSU for any inconvenience this may
have caused. '

heel. Kathleen Turner is mesmerizing in a
difficult role as the mother who, at first,
appears cold and indifferent, because she
needs time to herself to recuperate from
her child's death.
The acting of the minor characters is
so outstanding that it is easy to find their
counterparts in our own world. These
characters are completely threedimensional no matter how short their
screen time. The entire ensemble is fantastic and is, surprisingly, made up of
quite a few television veterans.
Looking back at the movie, it is easy to
see how much of a gamble the whole project must have been. But it undoubtedly
was worth it, Especially since the experience of watching these people after
learning to feel again the numbness of
loss is so cathartic.

In the Jan. 30 issue, a reporting error incorrectly credited the BSU International Pro~
grams Division of Community Education
with sponsoring the Christmas-break trip to
the Soviet Union. There is no such department; the article should have said Continuing Education. We apologize for any inconvenience caused to the folks at Continuing Ed. or the people who have been seeking the community education department.

The 1964 FBI investigation of the
murder of three civil rights activists by
the Ku Klux Klan is the focus of the
semi-fictional Mississippi Burning. In the
hands of director Alan Parker, this project could have become the Angel Heart
of racism-Le., a mess. Instead, he has
taken Chris Gerolmo's superior screenplay
and, despite a few overly preachy scenes,
created a disturbing, gritty, heartwrenching drama.
Certain to be controversial, Mississippi
Burning, its title coming from the FBI
file name, explores the white-supremacist
South with an eye for the little things
which reveal the fiery hatred that led to
the execution-style killings. It is obvious
that beneath the silly grins, the
misleading kindness and angry glances, a
volcanic hot-bed smolders, ready to

_

alongside Hackman,. who ignites the
screen just by standing still, a case of a
teacher outshining a student.
Frances MaeDorniand and Brad Dourif
play the deputy sheriff and his wife who
live within a veritable '.'mini-South"
themselves. She embodies the wife forced
to watch hatred ooze from every pore of
her husband while feeling naturally- unbiased and tolerant. Hers is an
understated yet revealing performance.
Dourif's potrayal of the slimy bigot is difficult to watch, as it is almost intolerable
in its realism.
Alan Parker's previous films, including
Angel Heart. Shoot the Moon and The
Wall, have demonstrated that he is a
master of sensationalism. Using only a
few well placed shots, Parker can stir up
even the most laid-back of audiences.
His visual prowess may be equaled only
by Ridley Scott or Stanley Kubrick. I had
been afraid Mississippi Burning could

_
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ALAN PARKER fill

explode.
Gene Hackman plays a former sheriff
from the South who is chosen to investgiate the crime. His performance is
riveting, one of the best. Hackman's
platonic moments, with the deputy's wife
are perfect examples' of a master at WOf~,;
subtle, warm, human.
Willam Dafoe is Hackman's ex- _
asperated FBI commandcr-i-a righteous
dc-goodcr;: He cannot see the harm he is
doing in creating a pclice state in ihis
backwoods area and how the whites in
the region will use the investigation to
abuse the blacks. Dafoe plays the part
well but lends to melt into the scenery

wind up being an easily dismissed failure,
suffering from the heavy hand of such a
strong director.
BUI something happened here; this min'
is close to being a masterpiece. 11 has all
the trappings of a great motion picture,
one which will live on for years 10 come
with a message which needs to be told.
At the very.least, Mississippi Burning is
an indictment of any person' who has
stood by while injustice was laking place,
who closed the curtains of conscience
when, right next door, discrimination
against human beings was indisputable.
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Tom offers half-way point evaluation of Bronco hoopsters
by Tom Lloyd

The University News
This is just in case someone did not·
know this is the halfway mark in the
Big Sky Conference men's basketball
race. The stretch run will be the last
two weeks, when the Broncos play
current front-runner U of I twice in
the span of one week. For now, some
midway analysis:
Last week, I prostrated myself; this
week, I run the risk of being prostrated. Maybe not. In a way, I wish
. I could be more critical and sagely
point out all the flaws, but the truth
of the matter is that not many flaws
exist right now. Some may arise after
the upcoming Montana trip.
A couple of weeks ago, while
waiting for postgame interviews, one
of the media members was expounding on the natural ebb arid flow of
the season. At that time, BSU·was on
the [ower end of their wavy line and

U of 1 on the crest. I refer to the Vangoal attempts against NAU. "That's
dals because, in my opinion, that will
an area I expect to go back up
again."
be the team it comes down to for the
Broncos to defend their title. Not that
Holding turnovers down is another
the Montanas, Weber State and the
important statistic if a team is lookothers will not. have a hand' in
ing for point production.
deciding the-race, but U of I and BSU _
Dye said, "An amazing statistic
are the two teams"
that jumps out at me is we turned the
Idaho has sheer talent going away.
ball over six times tonight, which
BSU has its talent, but not like their
makes 26 times in the last four
northern cousins. However, the Brongames." That translates into winning
cos are not without their aces, and
basketball.
I hope that, toward the end of the
Another mark ofa good team is
season, those two lines will have
being able to put their opponent
away,
crossed in opposite directions .
It has been said defense will keep
EarlierIn
the year, the Broncos
a team in a game. Right now, the
were winning, but struggling to do so.
Broncos are third in the nation and
Against
NAU,
"it wasn't
a
4O-minute effort,"
BSU forward
probably climbing after the "burger"
game against NAU. But that is not
Wilson Foster said, but "it wasn't a
enough.
close game. We didn't hang around
"We haven't shot the ball as well and give them any hopes."
Let dying dogs die.
as we did earlier," BSU Head Basketball Coach Bobby Dye said after the
"This team has had to learn how
Broncos hit 56 percent of the field
to win," Dye said. "Most games have

Why
pay for

something
that's free?

You can gel a Social Security number for
yourself or your children, check your Social
Security earnings record, change the name
on your Social Security record, or apply for
Social Security benefits, SSI, and Medicare,.,
all at your local Social Security office, And
Social Security service is completely free of
charge. Why pay someone else. when you
can do it yourself?

Sidelines
been in doubt."
In other words, all the hard work
and discipline is starting to pay.off,
An individual case in point.Jarvis
Helaire has been like a nova this
season, but aginst-the Lumberjacks
he started shining brightly again.
Why?
"It's just a mental thing," Helaire
said after the game. "I've never had:
anyone push me to my potential."
Jarvis decided he did not want to
wait until next year to be a leader.
That has to be the attitude of the
bench now, especially the newcomers.
Last year, five guys played, with some
substitutes. This year, it is rotation.
"five guys aren't going to get it
dOIJe," Foster said, "so we have to

Sportscene

The rest of the story.
by Tom Lloyd
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They did it again, those gyrating
gymnasts from BSU. Not content
with setting a school record a mere
week ago, coach Sam Sandmire's
team set a new BSU mark of 184.30
in a three-team meet in California
Feb. 4.
On a day for records, the team also
set new point totals on the floor, 47.4,
and on the bars, 47.25. Individually,
CherianneCalkins
tallied a 9.75 on'
the bars. Liz Seeley tied a BSU record
when she won the all-around title
with a 37.55. -

•

.

•

The BSUwomen's

•
track team had
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have confidence in the guys who are
in there."
All the substituting is starting to
payoff. Grumbles rumbled, but now
roles are defined and opportunities
are recurrent. It is becoming a team
effort.
"If we're going to have a chance to
win the conference,"
Dye said, "it
will have to be with our bench."
Agreed. That is the key,
Personally, I would like to see this
wheelin', dealin' team push the ball
a little morc. But what do I know?
I'm just a sportswriter.

Make It Your Law
for Life.

a banner day, winning a 'triangular
with ~9 points over Brigham Young
University with 45 and ISU at 25 ..
Individual winners were: Sherrell
Brown in the' 200 meters-25.37;
Dornell
Butler
in
the
400
meters-57.61;
Cristene Olen in the
800meters-2:18.51;
Jenny Hannah
in the 3,000 meters..,...IO:18,83; Kathy
Karpell in the l-mile run-5:12;7; and
Crystal
Young in the - 55·meter
hurdles-8AO
and shot put-45
yards 5 ~ ". The 4x400 relay team won
with a time of 3:56.71.

..

.

.

The BSU tennis team beat ISU 5-4
Feb. 4 .
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BSU warriors return from road,
winblJrgers, for Boise over NAU
by Tom Lloyd
The University News

The Road Warriors,a.k.a. the BSU
Broncos, continued their mastery of
enemy territory when they tamed the
ISU Bengals 62-55 Feb. 2 in chllly
Holt Arena, but not without a
struggle.
'~"'ny time the Broncos come to
Pocatello, you know it's going to be
tough," BSU Head Basketball Coach
. Bobby Dye said. "it was exactly that;
We were hoping we could get a win
and get out of here."
.
The Bengals were fired up not only because they were playing archrival
Boise State, but it was the start of a
six-game home stand that could help
get the struggling team, which was
picked to be in the thick of the Big
Sky race, back in the action.
The Broncos opened the game appearing to accommodate Bengal visions of upset. In the first two
minutes of play, fouls sent Broncos
Chris Childs and David Lowery to
the bench, followed closely by Brian
Sperry. The BSU bench, as always,
answered' the call, keeping the coleaders of the Big Sky Conference in
the game.
.
Halftime found BSU up by one,
but that was quickly'dissolved in the
opening moments of the second ball'
as the Bengals found themselves on
top.
"We talked about this before the
game," Dye said. "They would make
areal big effort tonight, and it was
up to us to stay solid throughout."
That consistently solid performance is the mark of a good team
and fast becoming the mark of the
Broncos.
"Down towards the end we made
some plays we had to make," Dye
said. "They (BSU players) got some
loose balls that were important."
Those loose balls were not just any
old stray leather.

"In the latter part of the ball game, comparison in any aspect of their
game.
they had a difficult time making
Oddly, the game was tied at lO,all
baskets," Dye said. "The key at that
time was when they missed, we.je- "at the I().minute mark, but then the
Broncos went on one of their spurts
bounded the loose ball and didn't
and it was 28-12 seven minutes later.
give them a second shot,"
According to Dye, "In order for a The play then became lethargic in the
short span of three minutes to, let
team to come from behind, you've
NAU back in the game at halftime
got to rely on second shots. I thought
32~22..
we did a great job of eliminating
The same trend continued in the
those second shots."
second half, except that NAU got to
, After the game, Dye was told that
within seven points, which Foster said
Weber State College had beaten Northern Arizona University, the Bron-: surprised him.
"I don't think there was any
cos' next opponent, 97-71 and asked
panic," Foster said. "Were a better
if that created complacency.
"That's always a problem," Dye team,"
That was as close as the visitors
said. "We talk about being mentally
were going to get. It was time for the
ready-I use that phrase all the time.
stretch run.
"It's very difficult when you're
"That's when we decided to go .
playing a team that doesn't have a
very good record (2-17 overall, 1-7 in ahead and go for the burgers," Foster
the Big Sky Conference). Our kids said.
"Before the game, we were the
are fans, too, 'and everybody's afnumber-three team in the nation in
fected by that,"
It must have been a long trip back . defense," Foster said. "We were the
across that southern stretch of 1-84 number-two team last year. And we
wanted to be number one this year,
for Dye and company, but the Road
so we had to hold them to a low score
Warriors returned with the NAU
so we can get the number-two spot
Lumberjacks on their minds, and
10,242 of the faithful showed up Feb. and then go for number one."
For the Broncos, it was a night in
4 to cheer on their favorite sons. They
which everyone contributed
and
were rewarded, for it was B-U-R·Ogood team statistics were achieved.
E-R time again in the Pavilion.
"Northern Arizona helped a lot, " , Jarvis Helaire came off the bench to
have his best game since early in the
BSU forward Wilson Foster said.
season. BSU out-rebounded NAU
"If I were playing us, 1 wouldn't
29·25 and, once again, had fewer
want to say anything or do anything
to get us upset and then we take it turnovers than their opponents, 6-11.
Foster had 19 points to lead all
out on them," Foster said.
'
The Bronco 6949 victory over the scorers.
The boys in orange and blue will
Lumberjacks might seem to indicate
a romp, but Dye characterized it don their Road Warrior togs again as
when he said, "It's like we played in they head to the north lands to play
the University of MontanaOrizzlies,
sections."
Feb. 9, and then the Montana State
At times the Broncos showed their
University Bobcats Feb. H. Both
full potential, exposing the visitors'
every weakness. other times they games are scheduled for 7:30 p.m,
played evenly, or perhaps the Broncos played down on the Lumberjacks' level because there was no "

Lady hoopsters barely beat Wildcats
bJ' Jason I. Roun
Tile University News
The BSU women's basketball team
raised its Big Sky Conference record
" to 8-2 with a tenacious win over the
Weber State Wildcats. A boisterous
crowd of 3,000 was present at the
Pavilion' to see the Lady Broncos
outscore their opponents 67·66 on
Feb. 4.
With 30 seconds left on the clock
and the score tied at 66, BSU's Ann
J ensvold went to the foul line to
shoot two shots. As the crowd silenced, her first shot was unsuccessful.
1)Je next shot fell in, and if the Lady
Broncos could hold the one-point
lead, the Wildcats would fall also.
BSU played solid defense, running
23 seconds off the clock and forcing
Weber State to call a time out.

SCHOLARSHIPS

at the UDiftrSity oI.1tIaho
Up to $2.000 a year is available
to eligiblo slUdcnlS cnrolliD& iD:

Geological,
Metallurgical or
Mining engineering
For more inCormation

contact:

.Bob Hautala. l'\ssociatCl Dean
CoUegc.of MInes &: Earth Resources
University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho 8384'
208/88S-619S

.

Weber never seemed to get it
together, and the Lady Broncos bagged another victory.
The foundation of the game for
the BSU team was its fierce defense,
which held the Wildcats to 45 percent
on field goals. BSU senior guard
Jocelyn Pfeifer had three steals and
a batted shot to contribute to the effort. One of the keY, defensive players
for BSU was Wendy Sullivan, who
played 39 minutes, posting ten rebounds on the defensive side and
four on the offensive side of the ball.
The Lady Broncos' Head Basketball Coach lbnyOddo
said, "We
.basically used a zone defense and
some man-to-man."
Weber, States Head Basketball
Coach Carla Thylor'said, "Towards
the end, welostour poise and really
. stumbled on their zone defense."

I

Offensively for the Wildcats, three
players posted double figures which
combined for 49 of the 66 points
Weber State scored.
The lackof offense showed on the
Bronco side of the ball as the field,
goal percentage for the game was
39.6 percent. Pfeifer said, "At times
we rushed our shots,"
Individual efforts on the offense
helped the Broncos in this victory.
Pfeifer scored 11 points, Jensvold, 17;
and JanEckland, 10. Oddo said, "I
thought Jennifer Thornton did a
good job off the bench," Jensvold
was 9 for 10 at the foul line which
helped the Broncos to an overall team
average of 75 percent.
On Feb. 2, BSU'swomen's basketball team beat Eastern Wahington
73-59 .. lbp scorer for the Broncos.
was Jensvold with 19 points.
'

Jocelyn Pfeifer Ilees Weber State's Dawn Lawler during a fast break
hi the women's gome Feb, 4.
Photo by Sue Ellen Koop
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-=-----To the Divine Ms. H:So sorry to
hear that the promiscuity must stop.
Call "we boys" when your Dr. says
you can come out and play. LOve,\the

Twins
To the' cute .new typesetter, affectionately known as "Baby Cakes":
Welcome. aboard the ship. Please
remember all those ~little people"
you stepped on while climbing the
greatly-coveted ladder of success.
Wez Boyz.·
Will type, papers, letters, resumes,
etc. Teri 336-0039.
Buy your true love a $10 Valentine
Lawn sign from the new BSU student
YwCA and your sign will be in place
Valentine's Day morning to make
your love's heart melt into mush or
sing with delight. Buy one Feb. 6 Feb. 11 in the SUB.
weekly/up mailing clrcularsl Rush self-addressed stamped
envelope: Dept. AN-7CC-E2, 9300
Wilshire, Suite 470, Beverly Hills, CA
90212.

$10-$660

11

Help Wanted
'~TfENTION-HiRINGI
Government jobs-s-your area. Many immediate openings witpout waiting list
or test. $17,840-$69,485. Calli (602)
838-8885 Ext. R5924"

-.:

Deadline

for student .teaching apsecondary, elementary,
bilingual and special education, for
fall semester. 1989 is February 15.
1989. Applications
available in
Education Building E-306.

.pllcatlons,

PENTECOSTALSI
Are you a
member of the Assemblies of God,
.Foursquare,
Church
of God
(Cleveland, TN), Full Gospel, or any
Pentecostal body? If so, and you are
interested in' being a part of forming
a new group on campus next
semester, PLEASE call 344-8659
after 3 p.m. M-Sat. Must know as
soon-as possible.
For sale: Panasonic Printer for
Macintosh computer. Contact David
Ormond 322-0370.

.....
Send your honey
a Valentine
in the U. News
classifieds
Free to students, faculty and staff.
Stop by the offices at
16031/2 University Driveor callit in at 345-8204

Brain'
Bran·
by Jim
McColly'

,77 ..
~:
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Crossword
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$3.00

.MOVIE

TIIlET'
BoIse

State University

Student Union & Activities
UNION STATION 385-1108
While Cineplex Odeon/PliuThealres
endeavors 10 honor these tickets on all films
at all tlmes, certain films may preclude the use of a discount ticket, Please advise
your members to consult our Cineplex Odeon/Plill Theatre newspaper guide for any
restrictions Ihal may be applied by the film's distrjbutor, prior 10 arriving at the box
office. If a restrleitcn is in effect we will note this onour direclory under the film's
showlimes with the following disclaimer:
,
•
UNo Covats,pnsses ~i' 'Coupons, allowed"

10

11

1 SlIIcn
• .. Cubic meier
9 Simlan
12 Macaw
13 Ethi<>a1
14 seat down
15 Calling
17 Wagar
19 Ratained
21 Negative
22 l>lvaup
25 Dawn godde ..
27 Wading bird
31 Southern
b"'<;Icblrd
32 Concession
34 Grae!lletter
35 Time gQn, by
36 Parcel of hind
37 Syrnbollor
tantalum
36 Advanced .
41 Opening
42 Prophet
430llsprtng
,
44 Hurl
45 Supposing thaI
47 _beratlon'
·49seatonhona
53 Nonmetallic

_I

57 Roomln'h8rem
58 Maka amanda"
60 Condilnted"
.
molJ;tur.·
61 PIay1hing .
62 Groupaol
paroons
63 Ba I"dabt

DOWN ..
1 Algonquian
Indian
2 Period of time
3 Armed con~i<>t
4 Pintail duck
5 Submarine
-mines

S
AP
LOG·IS'T'EM
PARR
ARA
.... G lOT
E T
H. ART
SEANCE
HEARSE;·
TE
SEAR
Co H 10
P E R T A I N S
DOT
S .... YES
AID
TO R Y :
T E E T E R ED
1
PO
AN
IR
P E S T E R
6 A R R ED
SA L E •
IRE
A R E A
E R S E
~"~Ngls
0 N
S E ED
T c§.. . EN.O

nfAo

t!=.1!:!.

6 Teutonlc·dOlly
7 TaUered cloth
6 Verve
9 Priest's

vestm,nl
10 Crony: colloq.
11 Organ of IIghl
16P~~t
16 Damp
20 Male turkey
22 ceueeuco at
tents: pl.
23 Habituate
24 Roman gods
'26 Quieting
26 Prefix: lwlca
29 Spacks
.
30 Breaks
IUddanly
32 Mature
33 Turf
35 Sharp to the

tut.
39 Faeroe Island s :
whirlwind
40 FernaJe_r
41 Procaad
4411u1hy clump
48Pemlinl
46 Gordan tools
490runkoid

5OFu ...

51 Period oHima
52 Selled. abbr.
54 Ar1lfrclaJ
language
55 Re<:ent
. 58 Fornala sheep
59 AUached 1!,
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continued from page three
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participated in a rafting excursion in
Hell's Canyon, and the group is planning a rafting trip down the Salmon
River for this summer, Carico said.
A trip to Mexico also is being planned for this summer, she said.
AMAS also has weekend trips
once a month to the West Mountain
Camp at Cascade, where members
enjoy archery, snowmobiling
and
target shooting, she said.

7, 1989
AMAS,a program operated by the
Outdoor Adventure Program, also
offers scholarships,
Carico
said.
Throughout the year, AMAS has en:
washes, candy bar sales and sport,
exhibitions to support their seholar.ship fund, she added.
On Feb. 15, AMAS will sponsor a
basketball exhibition game between
AMAS members and local celebrities
in the Human Performance Center at
7 p.m, Donations
of 25 cents for
members and $1 for non-members
are requested.

ASBSU plans set f~rspring.semester
by Karen Kammann

ASBSU Senate President Pro Ternpore Todd Reid said the Senate has
passed two bills, failed two bills and
ASBSU's focuses for this semester
has .several bills and a resolution
will include working for student inunder consideration ..
volvement,
lobbying
the state
Senate Bill One, sponsored by Sen.
legislature and continuing last fall's
Karen Scheffer, passed. The bill set
public relations campaign, according
up a voluntary debate forum for fall
to ASBSU officials.
and spring student government.elec. ASBSU
President
Jeff Russell
tions to be run by the Student Prosaid, "Overall, our goal is, as it. grams Board lectures chair.
always is, to increase student involveSenate Bill l\vo,whichdid
not
postive have a 30- to SO-percent
mcnt in clubs and organizations."
~pass, was sponsored by Sen. Ron
chance of developing AIDS.
Russell also mentioned the ASBSU
Craig. The bill would have limited
continued from page one
"The majority
of people who
lobbying program and public relacampaign expenditures
to $60 for
system is used to protect the patients'
come into Central District Health do
tions as being among the student
senatorial campaigns and $150 for
identities, and, "We have a policy,"
not necessarily engage in high-risk
government's goals for the semseter.
. presidential tickets.
Nyborg said, that "no information is
behaviors,"
Phillips said.
He 'said the lobbying program
Senate Bill three, also sponsored
given out to anyone, with the excepThe HIV-positive blood sample is. would concentrate
primarily
on
by'Craig, would have reworded the
tion ot the patient's consent."
run through rigorous retesting to enworking for more money for higher
campaign expenditures
disclosures
After blood is drawn, it is sent to
sure that a false positive result does
educaton and gaining the legislators'
section of the Senate Code but did
an off-campus laboratory. The test
not occur. Phillips said once a blood
financial and public support for the
not pass.
results can be available to the student
sample has tested positive through
technology building currently under
Senate Bill Four, sponsored
by
within 24 to 48 hours at the health
CDH, it is retested twice through the
construction
at BSU.
Reid and allocating $1,063 to send
center. "The present testing system is
Indirect FlourescentAntibody
Test.
"We feel like we're meeting a need
three senators to the Conference of
quite good and accurate,"
Nyborg
If those test results are positive, the
in the state" with the building,
Student Government
Association's
said.
sample is sent to the Center for
which, he said,will be used half for
convention,
passed.
(See related
There are currently 29 diagnosed
Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga., for
BSU programs and half for the Uof
story, page three.)
cases of AIDS in Idaho. Tho of those
a final confirmatory
test called the
I's engineering program at BSU.
Senate Bill Five, sponsored
by
people have died, according to CDH
Western Blot, which, according to
.. "It's
two universities
coming
Scheffer, is in committee. The bill
Phillips, is the most accurate HIV aninformation. Reported cases of HIV
together on a project," Russell said.
proposes an allocation of $325 to the
.positives have reached 150. Accordtibody test available .
He said the lobbyist would be seckStudents for Quality Child Care to
ing to Phillips, people who are HIVing a compromise which would allow
assist in their Third Annual Cclebrimore money to go to higher educaty Fashion Revue.
tion "without busting the bank."
Senate Bill Six, also in committee,
ASBSU Lobbyist Dan Robbins is
is sponsored by Scheffer and would
keeping a close eye on and sometimes
allocate $300 to the BSU Rodeo Club
speaking to the legislative committees
to help sponsor its BSU Rodeo.
(CPS)-There has been a run of art
and a 2,OOO-year-old statuette of the
and subcommittees
which deal with
Senate Bill Seven 'also is in comthefts and vandalism at Southeast
Egyptian god Osiris were stolen.
-higher
education,
according
to
rnittec and would delete the camLouisiana University, the University
At Southeastern Louisiana, vandals
Russell.
paign expenditure disclosure section
of Pennsylvania and other campus
smashed and pilfered a student art
ASBSU is looking into legislative,
from the Senate Code. The bill is
museums
and galleries in recent
exhibit.
State Board of Eduation or universponsored
by Sens. Steve Moser,
months, forcing officials to increase
As a result, campus security. direcsity guidelines to assure that students
Valerie Cleverly and Cory Haun.
security measures or close exhibits to
tor Russ Martin said he felt it is
who have jury duty arc not penalizSenate Resolution One, sponsored
students.
almost impossible to keep such art obed for the time they must be away
by Scns. Haun and John Hibbard,
. Officials at Penn have tightened
jects safe during exhibits without ncw
from school. Russell said he would
expresses concern that a photo idensecurity and closed a hands-on art
restrictions.
like to see a system which allows
tification system for students be imdisplay for the blind after a Sri
"Unless you have it on display in
students to make arrangements with
plemented at BSU. The resolution is
Lankan mask valued at $400 disapa vault, this is one of the risks you
their professors as long as they give
in committee and, if passed, will be
peared Nov. 18.
run," Martin said.
.
as much advance notice as possible.
sent to the approporiatc
people in
The theft came just one week after
and make a good-faith effort to make . BSU's administration,
according to
the world's second largest crystal ball
up missed work.
Reid .
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Colleges move to protect art shows
in wake of rash of exhibit thefts
.

I

Reid said he perceived the Senate
as being willing to spend money to
get results back for the students. "I
think this Senate's real positive and
. doing a lot of good things to help
students."
"I see some problems possibly
coming up with (dub and organization) funding,"
he said.
"We'll have to really stay on top of
thingsto make-sure that all dubs are
satisfied when the gettheir funding,"
he added.
He also said clubs will need. to
understand that ASBSU has a limited
amount of money.
Reid said he is pleased that the
senior Senate members. are contributing
the benefit of their experience to the group, and that the
newer members are working well and
will have some consistency if they
stay in the Senate in the future.
Russell said he feels the ASBSU
Personnel
Selection
Committee,
chaired by Cedric Carthon, is doing _
a good job. "He's working real hard
right now to make sure the committees are full."
Russell said that, in addition to the
positions available on ASBSU committees, there arc three Senate seats
empty and ASBSU needs an assistant
election board chair.
He said the student governments
at BSU, the U of I, ISU and LCSC
arc working together on two projects.
He said the first is to do a public
service announcement
urging people
to "stay in Idaho" to go to school and
work.
The second project, led by ASUI
President Tina Kogi, is to revive the
Idaho State Lobby, an organization
sponsored by the four public fouryear institutions which would hire a
professional
lobbyist to work for
higher education,
Russell said. .
For information about ASBSU, including Senate committee meetings,
call 385-1440.
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